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“During the same years they were designing the nowfamous travel posters, Work Projects Administration
designers produced an extensive body of public health
posters to communicate a variety of messages to the
American public. Explicitly, this visual dialogue centered
around the need for data-driven personal health choices;
expert information about health and disease; and the
role of government agencies as representatives of
reliable data. Implicitly, the posters also re-enforced
existing norms associated with race, gender, and
class, framing dialogues that had as much to do with
social norms as they did with healthcare messaging.”
POSTERS FOR PUBLIC HEALTH / ARTICLE
“Posters for Public Health.” Published in Communication Design 3:2. Originally
presented at the College Art Association Conference in 2016.
Image: New York City Federal Artists’ Project poster, 1936-37.

“Graphic design continues to grapple with the question
of the terminal degree. Should the MFA remain the
field’s terminal degree, or should the MFA be replaced
with the PhD, or a professional doctorate, or both types
of doctoral degree? In response to this question, this
study has two goals. First, the study comprehensively
reviews the body of literature surrounding the question
of doctoral education in design. Second, the study
investigates the role that graphic design educators have
played in producing the literature that explores the
development of doctoral education in design.”

DOCTORAL EDUCATION & DESIGN / ARTICLE
“Doctoral Education in (Graphic) Design.” Published in Dialectic, the AIGA
Design Educators’ Journal (2016). First presented at AIGA Connecting Dots
Conference (2014, Cincinnati OH).
Image: Isotype symbol by Gerd Arntz, 1930s.

“The disciplinary literature of graphic design education
calls for the inclusion of design history in studio
students’ education. Yet evidence that the discipline
has successfully answered this call remains scarce.
This paper asks design educators to consider how our
rhetoric might be misaligned with our practice on the
subject of teaching graphic design history. Enabling
students to construct a functional mental model of
design history requires more than a disparate and
loosely defined set of studio projects with history as
their ostensible subject matter.”

BEYOND “JUST MAKING THINGS” / ARTICLE
“Moving Beyond ‘Just Making Things’: Design History in the Studio and the
Survey Classroom.” Published in Visible Language (December 2013).
Image: visual abstract by Dori Griffin for Visible Language.

“Throughout its first half-century of publication, Visible
Language has contributed to the construction and
deconstruction of a ‘canon’ of graphic design history. By
including and excluding objects, practices, and makers
from its literature, the journal has helped to establish a
normative definition of what design history is and how
it should function. It both participates in and, at notable
moments, critiques a traditional canon: Eurocentric,
male-dominated, artifact-focused, and professionallyoriented. This article views the historical literature
through quantitative and qualitative lenses, exploring
how it has contributed to building the discipline.”
BUILDING & CRITIQUING A CANON / ARTICLE
“The Role of Visible Language in Building & Critiquing a Canon of Graphic
Design History.” Visible Language (October 2017).
Image: detail from the visual abstract for the article, by Dori Griffin.

“As the first art director of Arizona Highways magazine,
George Avey shaped the visual representation of
Arizona in ways that persist today. His illustrated maps
established a well-defined ‘imaginary’ for Arizona,
depicting the state as a tourist’s paradise. Avey’s
images, like all tourist imaginaries, encapsulated
the accrued layers of cultural meaning that masked
or enhanced the observable physical characteristics
of Arizona. His cartographic illustrations, especially,
offered both potential and actual tourists a powerful
conceptual synthesis for their experience of Arizona.”

AVEY & ARIZONA HIGHWAYS / ARTICLE
“George Avey, Arizona Highways, and Popular Cartography.” Published in
Journal of Arizona History (October 2011). Winner of the Bufkin Award for
Cartographic Research and the Graduate Scholars Award.
Image: Valley of the Sun by George Avey, 1939.

READING MAPS, WRITING LANDSCAPES / VISUAL PROJECT
Reading Maps, Writing Landscapes: Cartographic Illustration in Arizona, 1912–
1962. Doctoral dissertation in design history, Arizona State University, 2010.
Image: details of the designed and printed version of the dissertation.

NEAR HERE / VISUAL PROJECT
Near Here: Locating History in St. Augustine’s Tourist Landscapes. MFA thesis
project in graphic design, University of Florida, 2006.
Image: details of the printed 350 page artist’s book.

IMAGE, WORD, TEXT, BOOK / VISUAL PROJECT
Penland School for Crafts workshop led by book artist Julie Leonard,
attendance supported by a grant from the University of Southern Mississippi
Office of the Provost, 2014.
Image: artist’s books by Dori Griffin.

THROUGH THE NIGHT / VISUAL PROJECT
Designed and bound at the “Image, Word, Text, Book” workshop at Penland
School for Crafts, 2014.
Image: artist’s book by Dori Griffin.

“How do we teach students to evaluate the merit of
their own design solutions? This is a critical question,
not only at the end of a project but at every stage along
the way. Which initial ideas are worth pursuing? When
has a potential solution failed? How successful is a
solution in relationship to its competition? These are
difficult questions, and students need tools for learning
how to ask (and answer) them in ways that are useful
and productive. This paper explores a range of critique
strategies focused on teaching students to evaluate the
relative merit of their design solutions.”

QUESTIONS OF RELATIVE MERIT / CONFERENCE PAPER
“Teaching Students to Evaluate Their Design Solutions.” AIGA Head Heart
Hand Conference (2013, Minneapolis).
Image: Natasha Fedarova, The Noun Project.

“Undergraduate design history students struggle to
build relationships between history and practice. As
a design educator in both the studio and the design
history classroom, I prioritize opportunities make this
relationship explicit. The most significant and sustained
assignment in this regard is the self-directed research
paper that my graphic design history survey students
write. The assignment begins: Choose a contemporary
design problem that is of interest to you. Then, locate an
historical model that would be useful for today’s designers
to consider as they solve their problem.”

RELEVANT HISTORIES / CONFERENCE PAPER
“Relevant Histories: Connecting the Past to Contemporary Practice in the
Undergraduate Design History Classroom.” Southeastern College Arts
Conference (2013, Greensboro NC).
Image: The Noun Project icons by Daniel Shannon and Tim Boelaars.

“St. Augustine, Florida, promotes itself as America’s
oldest city, and much of its current tourist landscape
and iconography centers around this claim. This paper
explores the visual history of St. Augustine’s identity
as the oldest city, drawing on archival maps from a
century of tourism in the sunshine state. Over time, the
sites considered integral to the city’s identity solidified
into a well-defined tourist landscape. Concurrently, a
consistent representational vocabulary developed to
visually describe these sites for audiences. Tourist maps
provide visual evidence of this evolution.”

TOURISM MAPS OF ST. AUGUSTINE / CONFERENCE PAPER
“The Development of Tourism Maps in St. Augustine, Florida, 1890–2000.”
Florida Historical Society Conference (2008: Sarasota, Florida). Winner of the
Chapin Award for Emerging Scholars.
Image: Map of the Peninsula of Florida by Indian River Railway, 1893.

“These image-rich presentations engage broad public
audiences with Arizona’s culturally constructed
narratives of place. From the Kino Missions of the
Sonora Desert to the Grand Canyon, Arizona landscapes
have a long history of image-making and story-telling
associated with them. Each presentation in this series
explores a different Arizona landscape. Through
careful looking and dialogue framed by engaging
contextualization, audiences will investigate how these
visual representations and narratives have changed over
time and in relationship to the characteristics of the
viewing audience. ”
ARIZONA ROAD SCHOLARS / NEH-FUNDED SCHOLARSHIP
Visual humanities presentations for public audiences, 2010–2012. National
Endowment for the Humanities / Arizona Humanities Council.
Image: Cartoon Map of Arizona by Reg Manning, 1938.

“During the late nineteenth century, travel literature
for young Americans pictorialized geography via
illustrations and chromolithographic book covers. This
paper analyses the gendered approaches to cartographic
illustration in two successful series from Boston
publishers Estes and Lauriat. While the illustrations
for both series share many formal aesthetic properties,
they also differ in their approaches to pictorializing
the tourist landscape. This paper explores the ways in
which the series’ illustrations constructed a geographic
imaginary for their gender-specific reading audiences.”

GENDERED GEOGRAPHIES / CONFERENCE PAPER
“Gendered Geographies: Geographical Illustrations in Nineteenth Century
Travel Literature for Children.” Popular Culture Association Conference (2013,
Washington DC).
Image: Three Vassar Girls in Switzerland cover, 1890.

“The cartographic endpapers for the 1945 guidebook A
G.I. View of American Red Cross China, India and Burma
were illustrated by Ruth Taylor White, a prolific early
twentieth century American commercial artist. White’s
cartograph (a term she herself coined) represents the
China-Burma-India Theater of World War Two as an
exotic travel destination only incidentally occupied by
the American military. This unusual and beautifully
crafted example of print propaganda visually encodes an
acknowledged landscape of conflict as a simultaneously
available site of enjoyable and primarily commercial
tourist consumption.”
CONFLICTING VIEWS / CONFERENCE PAPER
“Conflicting Views: Print Propaganda Depicting Tourism in a Landscape of War.”
Design History Society Conference (2014: Oxford, England).
Image: A GI’s View of the CBI Theater by Ruth Taylor White, 1945.

“Charles Lindbergh’s 1927 flight from New York to
Paris ushered in a quarter century of popular maps
that sought to illustrate a small world united by air
travel. These colorful and well-crafted images reveal
nationalistic visual vocabularies and narrative tropes. At
the same time, they expose their creators’ belief in the
utopian narratives of Modernism. Without exception,
the illustrators explicitly participate in the Modernist
mythos of universal communication and progress via
technological development. For early- to mid-century
commercial cartographic illustrators, Utopia was just an
airline flight away.”
THE WORLD UNITED / CONFERENCE PAPER
“The World United: Picturing Intercontinental Air Travel.” Design History
Society Conference (2015, San Francisco).
Image: It’s a Small World by Speedbirrd by British Overseas Airways, 1945.

“How can popular, illustrated maps offer contemporary
viewers insights into the cultural history and physical
landscape of Arizona? This book approaches that
question from multiple viewpoints, offering readers a
chance to explore the landscape and history of Arizona
from a fresh and highly visual perspective. When
contextualized in relationship to each other, the maps
documented in this book reveal the ways in which
Arizona was imagined and promoted during its first
half-century of statehood.”

MAPPING WONDERLANDS / BOOK
Mapping Wonderlands: Illustrated Cartography of Arizona, 1912–1962. Published
by University of Arizona Press, 2013.
Image: Phoenix by C.J. Dyer, 1899.

“Specimen: A Visual History began taking shape during
a summer fellowship at the Rochester Institute of
Technology’s Cary Collection. In the typography studio,
my students and I have often discussed the need for an
accessible and image-rich resource for learning about
the history of the type specimen. I’ve spent a lot of
time over the years putting together the introductory
lecture for our type specimen studio project. But there
aren’t any comprehensive resources for designers and
educators who want to put this still-popular form into a
historical context. This project aims to fill that gap.”

SPECIMEN / BOOK MANUSCRIPT
Specimen: A Visual History is currently in progress. It has been supported by
fellowships at the RIT Cary Collection and the Design Incubation program.
Image: details from historical type specimens at the Cary Collection.

